In order to safely reach conditions for coherent excitation we apply I ps pulses from amode locked Ti:Sapphire laser.
As experimental pararneter the pulse intensity was varied over a range of up to two orders of magnitude. In Fig. 2 we show the on-resonance PC as a function of the excitation amplitude (Ao"), which is the square root ofthe peakpulse intensity, the relevant parameter for coherent phenomena.
In the present work A"*"=1 corresponds to the condition of an optical n-pulse. Wittr increasing A"*" we first observe an increasing PC signal from the QD. At Ae*"-l the current reaches a mru<imum, a further increase of A"*" in turn leads to a reduction of the PC. This behaviour is in contrast to the well known characteristics of a conventional, incoherent photodiod,e, but expected for the coherent population of a two-level system with increasing pumping power. Over the whole range of A"*" we observe more than one period of a damped Rabi oscillation in the PC, which reflects directly and quantitatively the resulting occupancy in the two-level system. Effectively undamped appears the range around the first ma:<imum of the Rabi oscillations, which coffesponds to an excitation with a n-pulse (A.*, =1 Fig. 2 Rabi oscillations of the PC at resonance for increasing excitation amplitude A.,.o-coherent n-pulse excitation corresponds to A.o=1. The experimentally observed peak PC is 12.6 pA, only slightly below the predicted limit sf l:fxs:13.1 pA (F82 MHz).
The fit curve assumes an exponential damping of the Rabi oscillations with increasing 4*" and is only included to guide the eye.
